
5.1 Electric fields
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-6skWBuHaE


Electricity has origin within the atom itself. 

 

  Name Symbol Charge Mass
Electron      e     - e 9.11x10-31 kg 

Proton      p       e 1.67x10-27 kg 
Neutron      n   none 1.67x10-27 kg

Atom is electrically neutral = has no net charge, since it contains equal numbers 
of protons and electrons.

10-10 m 

10-15 m  

ratom ≈ 100,000 x rnucleus

mnucleon ≈ 2,000 x melectron





• charge is measured in Coulombs [C]

French physicist Charles A. de 
Coulomb

1736 - 1806

… …

 1C represents the charge of 6.25 billion billion (6.25x1018) electrons !
   Yet 1C is the amount of charge passing through a 100-W light
   bulb in just over a second. A lot of electrons!
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Superconductors

…

•http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2003/05feb_superconductor/
•http://www.scicymru.info/sciwales/indexphpsectionchoose_scienceuser_typePupilpage_id11696languageEnglish.htm

http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2003/05feb_superconductor/
http://www.scicymru.info/sciwales/indexphpsectionchoose_scienceuser_typePupilpage_id11696languageEnglish.htm


You can bend water with charge!

charged rodThe water molecule
has a positive end and

a negative end.

When a negative rod is
brought near the stream
of water, all the positive

ends of the water molecules turn 
to the right 

and are attracted to the
negative rod.

stream of water

What happens if the rod is charged 
positively?

The same



As we said Like charges repel, and opposite charges attract. 

This is the fundamental cause of almost ALL electromagnetic behavior. 

But how much?

How Strong is the Electric Force between two charges?
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1/[4πε0] = 1 / [4π×8.85×10-12] = 8.99×109 = k.
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SHE accumulates a charge  q1 of  2.0 x 10-5 C  
(sliding out of the seat of a car). 
HE has accumulated a charge  q2 of  – 8.0 x 10-5 C   
while waiting in the wind.  

a)  They exert equal forces on each other only in opposite direction

b)  r’ = 0.5 r

(“-“ = attractive force)

Strong force at very small separation        spark

How many electrons is 2.0 x 10-5 C ?   

What is the force between them 
a) when she opens the door 6.0 m from him and 
b) when their separation is reduced by a factor of 0.5?



Three point charges : q1= +8.00 mC; q2= -5.00 mC and q3= +5.00 mC. 
(a) Determine the net force (magnitude and direction) exerted on q1 by the 

other two charges. 
(a) If q1 had a mass of 1.50 g and it were free to move, what would be its 

acceleration? 
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electric force is very-very strong force, and resulting acceleration can be huge



+ --

Positive charge is attracted (force to left)

Negative charge is repelled (force to right)

Positive charge is closer so force to left is larger.

A positive and negative charge with equal magnitude are connected by a rigid rod, 
and placed near a large negative charge. In which direction is the net force on the 
two connected charges?

1) Left         2) Zero     3) Right



End of day 1


